There have been many changes to our city streets with the installation of new protected bike lanes:

- Downtown Bike Network
- West Central Bike Route
- Southside Bike Routes

To learn more about the bike routes and where they are located, visit [edmonton.ca/Cycling](http://edmonton.ca/Cycling).

Watch Out for Each Other

Traveling slower beside the bike lanes will give you time to see and respond to all the new features.

4 Things to Know

These important tips will help you comfortably navigate when driving along bike routes.

1. Watch for no right on red signs.
2. Don’t stop on the green paint.
3. Shoulder check and look both ways.
4. Yield to cyclists when turning across the bike lanes.
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For more information and to tell us about your experience, visit: [edmonton.ca/Cycling](http://edmonton.ca/Cycling).

Driving Beside Bike Lanes

There have been many changes to our city streets with the installation of new protected bike lanes:

- Downtown Bike Network
- West Central Bike Route
- Southside Bike Routes

To learn more about the bike routes and where they are located, visit [edmonton.ca/Cycling](http://edmonton.ca/Cycling).

Watch Out for Each Other

Traveling slower beside the bike lanes will give you time to see and respond to all the new features.
Watch for No Right on Red Signs

An important new sign on the bike lanes is the "No Right Turn on a Red."

- Cars are not permitted to turn right across a bike lane on a red light.
- Cyclists can turn right on red lights at these intersections.

Don’t Stop on the Green Paint

Green paint indicates points on the road where drivers and cyclists might cross paths.

- Avoid stopping on the green paint.
- Stop behind the white line of the bike box.
- Watch for cyclists wherever you see green.

Shoulder Check and Look Both Ways

Cyclists will be traveling quickly and coming from both directions in the bike lanes.

- Watch for cyclists in the bike lanes and on the roads.
- Shoulder check and look both ways for cyclists before turning across a bike lane.

Yield to Cyclists when Turning Across the Bike Lanes

Green Stripes or White Dashed Paint indicates that a bike lane is crossing an intersection or accessway such as an alleyway or entrance into a parking lot.

- Look both directions and shoulder check before crossing the bike lane.
- Yield to cyclists in the bike lane and pedestrians in the crosswalk.
- Do not block the bike lane.